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Highlights 

 The best qualitative leaf samples obtained from shade. 
 

  Among used temperatures the highest quantitative value of  most compounds 

obtained at 40 centigrade degree. 
 

 Versus of expectation, the highest antioxidant activity was observed  in the 

samples dried at centigrade °C. 
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Importance 

Artichoke, a plant with nutritional and pharmaceutical value, showed good 

adaptation in Golestan province conditions. Thus, having knowledge who to dry the 

plant material with minimum quality reduction, help to cultivate the plant under 

environmental conditions similar to Golestan province, with frequent rainfall, and 

guarantee the production of relatively good quality primary plant material. 

Introduction (Hypothesis and aims) 

Artichoke is one of the valuable medicinal plants with special place in traditional 

and modern medicine. High leaf yield, relative tolerance to environmental stress and 

high pharmaceutical value are reason why post harvest study of artichoke is 

important. Big and watery leaves of plant specially when grow in humid conditions, 

due to low light density and high rainfall it is necessary that the samples dried under 

controlled conditions. In plant containing polyphenols, drying temperature degree is 

important. Studies showed that raising temperature decompose secondary metabolite 

of leaves. Thus based on the direct relation of increasing temperature and drying 

speed, and the direct effect on plant samples and energy consumption, present study 

was performed to determine the optimum leaf drying temperature to achieve best 

quality.  
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Other Information (including tables and figures) 

The results showed that, the highest phenol accumulation was observed in the leaf 

samples which were dried at 60 °C. In contrast to that, the samples which were dried 

at 70 and 80 °C, had a lower total phenol. The highest flavonoids, caffeic acid 

content as well as antioxidant activity were recorded in the samples that were dried 

under shade conditions. Unlike total phenol, other phenolic compounds including 

flavonoids, caffeic acid and chlorogenic acid were at their highest amount when dried 

at 40 °C (figures 1, 2, 4). The highest antioxidant activity of dried samples was 

obtained at shad conditions (figure 3). Rising draying temperatures led to a higher 

antioxidant activity which shows the conversion of simple phenolic compounds to 

more efficient antioxidant agents. Despite to that, among used temperatures, most 

quality compounds of samples were observed at 40 °C. 

 

 


